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IMAGES FROM NJIT
BIG BEAR SOLAR
OBSERVATORY PEEL
AWAY LAYERS OF A
STELLAR MYSTERY

A multi-layered
view of solar
spicules: (from
left to right)
observations
of the corona
from NASA’s
Solar Dynamics
Observatory.

A

n international team of scientists,
including three researchers from
NJIT, has shed new light on one of
the central mysteries of solar physics: how
energy from the Sun is transferred to the
star’s upper atmosphere, heating it to 1
million degrees Fahrenheit and higher in
some regions, temperatures that are vastly
hotter than the Sun’s surface.
With new images from NJIT’s Big Bear
Solar Observatory (BBSO), the researchers
have revealed in groundbreaking,
granular detail what appears to be a likely
mechanism — jets of magnetized plasma
known as spicules that spurt like geysers
from the Sun’s upper atmosphere into
the corona.
In a paper published in the journal
Science, the team described key features
of jet-like spicules that are in solar terms
small-scale plasma structures, between
200 and 500 kilometers wide, that erupt
continuously across the Sun’s expanse. The
researchers also, for the first time, showed
where and how the jets are generated and
the paths they travel, at speeds of around
100 kilometers per second in some cases,
into the corona.
“Unprecedented high-resolution
observations from BBSO’s Goode
Solar Telescope clearly show that when
magnetic fields with opposite polarities
reconnect in the Sun’s lower atmosphere
these jets of plasma are powerfully
ejected,” said solar physicist Wenda
Cao, BBSO’s director and an author of
the paper.
He added, “This is the first time we’ve
seen direct evidence of how spicules
are generated. We have tracked these
dynamic features in the H-alpha spectral
line down to their foot points, measured
the magnetic fields at their foot point,
captured the migration of the emerging
magnetic elements and verified their
interaction with existing magnetic fields
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of the opposite polarity.”
Images captured in the extreme
ultraviolet spectrum by NASA’s Solar
Dynamics Observatory spacecraft were
used to track the transportation of energy
in the corona. These observations showed
that it is also common for spicules to be
heated to typical coronal temperatures.
Invisible to the human eye except when
it appears briefly as a fiery halo of plasma
during a solar eclipse, the corona remains
a puzzle even to scientists who study it
closely. Beginning 1,300 miles from the
star’s surface and extending millions
more in every direction, it is more than a
hundred times hotter than lower layers
much closer to the fusion reactor at the
Sun’s core.
Solving what astrophysicists call one of
the greatest challenges for solar modeling
— determining the physical mechanisms
that heat the upper atmosphere —
requires high-resolution images that
were not available until BBSO’s 1.6-meter
telescope, the largest operating solar
telescope in the world, began capturing
images a decade ago.

Scientists at Big
Bear have also
captured the first
high-resolution
images, for example,
of magnetic fields
and plasma flows
originating deep
below the Sun’s
surface, tracing
the evolution of
sunspots and
magnetic flux
ropes through the
chromosphere
before their
dramatic appearance in the corona as
flaring loops.
Cao says it took an international team
with diverse expertise and equipment
located on Earth and in space to delve this
deeply into the Sun’s fundamental physics.
Cao developed the scientific instruments
on Big Bear’s telescope and oversaw their
operation, while NJIT’s Vasyl Yurchyshyn
generated the observations, processed
the data and advised on its use, and
NJIT’s Kwangsu Ahn processed the vector
magnetic fields data for scientific usage.
Tanmoy Samanta and Hui Tian from Peking
University in China defined the novel
discoveries and wrote the manuscript;
they are its first authors.
Scientists from the Max Planck Institute
for Solar System Research in Germany,
NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center, the
University of Sheffield in the U.K., Eötvös
University in Hungary, Kunming University
of Science and Technology in China, the
University of Graz in Austria and Indian
Institute of Astrophysics all played roles. n
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